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SAME PACE, 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 39 

To all vhon it may concern: 
Beit known that I, AUGUSTE DESTOUY, of 

city, county, and State of New York, have in 
vented a new and useful in provement in via 
chines for Sewing Boots and Shoes; and I do 
hereby declare the following to be a full, clear, 
and exact description thereof, which will en 
able those skilled in the art to make and use 
the same, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawing, in which 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of the machine, 
partly in section. Fig. 2 is an elevation, in 
section, of part of the mechanism from the op 
posite side. Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of the 
awl-stock and of some of the adjacent parts 
detached. Fig. 4 is the machine shown in Fig. 

guard operating conceiatrically with said mee 
die, subst:Fítially as` hereii after described. 
The letter Adesignates the table whici 

supports the work. he table is supported 
by the vertical post F, which is hollow, aid 
receives a pin, G, from the bottom of the ta. 
ble, so that the latter can be freely rotated in 
a horizontal plane. The post is supported by 
two levers, which are connected to it at its 
top and bottom, respectively, and their co 
struction and arrangement are such as to pro. 
duce a parallel thotion in the post and table, 

1, the last-holder being omitted. Fig. i is a 

Whatever the changes in their elevation may 

viesy of part of the sewing mechanisin. 
This invention relates to that class of sew 

ing-machines for which Lett irs Patent of the 
United States were gr. ted to me february 
18 1863 and July 31 1866. 
The present invention consists in a novel 

construction of the iast-holdier for supporting 
the work, in such a manner that such work 
can at all times be brought in the desired re 
latioi to the needle and awl; also, in giving to 
the crochet-Leedle a certain motion away from 
its center, around which it oscillates, in such 
a manner that the loop to be formed is drawn 
out to the desired length, ailud at the sa: Iraile 
time the stitch previously made is draw u. 
tight; furthermore, in the combination, with 
the device for drawing out the loop or for 
producing the movement of the needle away 
from its celuter of motion, of a shieldor eed le 

plan view of the machine, and Fig. 6 is a front 

??. 

55 E. dated October 3, 1869. 

To the lower part of tie fratine of the ina. 
chine, at C, is bivoted the lever B, which, for 
greater strengt at « t o oitaifa steadliess, is 
tilade double fi): tie greater part of its legtia. 
The forwari end a? saici ever is collected 
tio tiu 3 ta! ) per e1} { f of j } rest RF, by Reiri g ;pivoted . 
to ears , which iroiet it froza it, and its rear 
eindi is weiglated ? the adjusta? i weight í. 
To an ear on the lower ehd of tile post is 

conected at paraliei lever, i?, w?ose rear eid 
is ?pivoted to the inach ire, vertically, below 
the pivot C of ever 3, the forward send of 
said lever i beig extea dei fervari beyond 
the post, and forined into a handle for raising 
and lovering the eve's, and so adjusting the 
tabole A to te required Feight. 
The work is laced on a last, M, supported 

by a last fram e o hoider, u, whic?a i as three 
vertietai artis, one Gf wiricia, ?ine rea3. E' G?he, ia, v 
ing a sqttare e di, eta ters , sigciket, ale iza 
the last behind the instei, 2.1ad holds it, so 
that it cannot in eve indefendently of the 
fra??e. 
The other tw) airins of the frame are ar. 

rainged oil each side or the last, and the whole 
falle is la Vaig by Heads of lugs projectig 
from these arms, which rest in open learings 
on tile top of the vertical standaris J., so . 
tlit te ia?t-frame can vibrate on the stad 
ard, and be removed and repiaced at }leasure. 
The standards, 3 Jaite at thai bottom iii a. 
lºng, par FCW, flat platforin, which lies upon 
the table A without beig fastened thereto, 
being free to be nozed on the table ly ths 
operator, 2.Écording to the progress of the 
sewing. The last-fraine is vibrated to raise 
or depress the toe or aeet of the last, its unay 
be required to bring these parts into proper 
areiation to the awi aid jaeedle, by inteats of a 
worm, K, wilich is árraged in the platform 
I between the staidards JJ, and engages a 
eurved rack forgaed on the bottdin i said 
fratne i J. The worn, by means of handles 
formed on its ends, is operated to throw the 
heel or toe of the lastug or down. 
By mealis of te devies above described 

the work is placed in the required position to 
the sewing mechauisia, the table being raised 
to the proper leight, the last adju sted to tibe 
proper level by the worn and rack, the plat 
form which carries the last-holder moved iu 

  



the proper position on the table Á, and the 
table itself rotated by the hand of the opera. 
tor as the sewing progresses. 
From the above explanation it is apparent 

that the work is borne or pressed upward con 
stantly toward the sewing mechanisin by the 
operation of the weight R3, te soie of the 
shoe beariaag against tie feed-dog c, which 
constitutes a sewing-gage, and projects itate 
the channel cut along the edge of the sole to 
receive the stitches following the curves and 
depressions of the last. 
The feeding and sewing mechanism derive 

their motions from two disks, R. R., which are 
mounted on separate shafts B. The feeding 
mechanism consists of a feeding-dog carried 
by and working within a gage or guide for 
guiding the work in the intervals between the 
stitches. The ietter b designates the feed-dog. 
It is Yaounted on the forvard endi of ai; eitovy 
lever, pivoted to the feed-bar, and is inited 
with the feed-gage, as show in Figs. 4 and 5. 
The other end of the said el bovy-lever is con 
nected to one end of a rod, having at its other 
end a pin or anti-friction roiler, which moves 
in a cam-groove, 3, formed in the face of one 
of the disks R. The rod G is so arranged that 
its forward end is capable of 2, lateral motion 
along with the feed-bar. 

. The letter e designates the feed-gage, whose 
edge runs in the channel in the sole. It is 
rigidily connected to the feed-bar di, which ex 
tends bgckward, and is attached to the frame 
of the rhachine in such a manner as to allow 
of both the feed-bar and feed-dog being inoved 
ilaterally back and forth. 
The lateral movements of the feed-dog and 

its bar or stock are derived for the can 
groove of one of the disks R., &cting on the 
slotted bare, which extends forward and slides 
upon the part X of the fraine of the machine. 
ke slot in bar e is diagona? to the direction 

of its motion, which is confined to a right line 
by suitable guides in the part X, and said 
slot receives a pin, (seen in the plan view, Fig. 
5,) which projects tapward from the face of the 
stock d of the feed-dog. - 

It results from this arrangement that the 
vibrations of the bar 6, acting by its slot on 
the pin of said feed-bar or stock, gives to the 
latter the reciprocating motion which is re quire... : « ... , , , , , 

ths stitch made by the machine is the well 
known chain, and it is produced by the de 
vices hereinafter described. On the spindle 
or axis Z, which is supported by the exten 
sion of the frame X, is mounted an awl-stock, 
h, the upper part of which is formed into an 
are slotted concentrically with its center of 
motion. Through its slot, and into a slot in 
the arm of the needle-stock , projects a pin, 
f', which is fast to a connecting-rod, i, that 
extends backward, and is coupled by the crank 
pi š to tie tvo cam-disks R. R. 
By these meats the awl-stock receives par 

tial rotation on its axis, the novements of the toineetikag-zobeingeolsaanuaieated toit When 

g 

ever the pin a strikes the ends of the slotted 
arm. The awi (seena at g, Figs. 1, 2, and 3) is 
curved concentrically with its center of illo 
tion, and is forced through the leather by a 
lever, 10, which continues the rotation of the 
awl-stock, after the connecting-rodi has drawn 
the said stock backward to the full extent of 
the throw of its crank it. The lever 10 is 
elbow-shaped, and its fulcrum is formed by a 
spindle, 1i, located in bearings in the highest 
part of the frame of the machine, the rear 
arm of said lever having on its end a pin or 
anti-friction coller, which moves in the can 
roove 2 of one of the cam-disks B, while the 

free end of the forward arma extendis over the 
awi-stock, so as to come in contact with the 
slotted arc, when said connecting-rod i has 
reached the end of its receding movement. 
The cana 2 is so timed as at this homent to 
vibrate lever 10 and actuate. its forward arm 
downward on the slotted art of the awl 
stock and continue its movement, and thereby 
drive the awi with a steady force through the 
leather. 
The awl is steadied during its passage 

through the leather by a stationary rest, 272, 
which projects backwardi from arm X, at a 
point beneath the spindle 2, said rest being 
recessed at one side to form a passage for the 
awl. - Tine said resö 9 aiso forms a stripper, 
to strip the leather and weit of the sioe from 
the awl as the latter Tretire. The awi is also' 
supported and guided daring its movements 
by the shield which surrounds it, and 
through which it is free to move. This shield 
is formed on the lower edge of the vibrating 
quadraati, which is moutted on spindle Z. 
next to the awl-stock, which is in part hid by 
it in the views, Figs. . and 4. The quadrant 
fi and awl-stock is are seen from the other side in Figs. 3 and 3. Said quadrant is provided 
with a slot, 22, which is conceatric with its 
center of motion, aid in this slot moves a pin, 
21, which is secured in the awl-stock. When 
the awl-stock h moves in the direction of the 
arrow, marked near it in Fig. 3, it carries the 
quadratati with it by friestion to the position 
shown in said figure–thai is, Until the shield 
strikes the stripper . . At that point the 

quadrant stops, and the awl-stock continues 
to move in the same direction, carrying the 
pin 21 from the tapper end of the slot 22 to its 
lower end, and forcing the awl through the 
leather. During this portion of the opera- : 
tion the shield l is kept close to the leather, 
and the awl is materially strengthened in per 
forming its function. When the motion of . 
the awl-stock is reversed the guadrant moves 
with it by friction until the pin 12 strikes a 
shoulder of the arma- X. (See Fig. 3º.) At 
this point the motion of the quadrant stops, 
and the awl-stock completes its motion in the 
direction of the arrow, (shown near it in Fig. 
3,) thereby carrying the pin 2 back again to 
the upper end of the slot 22, when tie needle 
retires, The 3d?e or hook g is drawa to 
curve, having the same radius as the awaii; 

  



its point is oppsite that of the awl, and it (which next begins to retire) through the 
noves in an opposite direction, so as to fol. leather, where it is rejoined, and its opin side 
low the point of the awl as the latter recedes, covered by the protectir, aid isoth tense 
and it enters the hole made by the awl in the move together oit of the work, the protector 
Work. The needle is fixed upon a stock, which serving to retail; tire loop on the barb and 
is mounted, to revolve freely upon an oscillat. protecting the leather from being injured by 
ing spindle, Z', hung in the end of a lever, 7, the barb, and also stiffening and strengthen 
which vibrates on a pivot, 8, and is moved ing the hook or needie p. 
from the cam-grooves 4 of one of the cam- When the needle anti protector are raised 
disks at certain times, to wit: while the nee. or brought clear of the work, the feed of the 
dle or hook is going through the ieather the material takes place, and the loop is thereby 
spindle Z coincides with the spindle Z, but draw in sidewise, and by the next descent of the 
when the needle has left the work the spindle hook it is opened of bulged, the protector at 
Z is oscillated and projected in a forward di- that time remaining stationary and allowing 
rection by the can 4, so as to carry the Lee. the loop to expand laterally beyond its point, 
dle or hook outwardi'clear of the work, where. so that when the same next descends it passes 
by the new loop is drawn out to the required into the loop and resumes its place alongside 
length, and at the same time the old stitch is the hook to close it, with the loop outside of 
drawn up tight. The needle-stock is then re. the protector. 
volved in a backward direction, so as to be The hook and protector, in traversing the 
ready for a new stitch, and before it comes to leather the next time, leaves he loop behind, 
a state of rest the spindie Z is carried back- and whe: they return bring with them a new 
ward again into line with spindle Z. The vi-loop, which they draw up through the old 
bitation of the needle on its spindle is effected one; and, as the needle is projected outwardly, 
by the connecting-rod i and its pin is that this old loop is drawn up tight, and the new 
works in a slot in the needle-stock in. The loop is drawia out to the required leugth. It 
bari) of the needle is covered at certain times is of the greatest importalace to sew with the 
by protector q, (seen in Fig. 6,) which is a front, thread and wax at a high temperature. The 
view of a portion of the sewing mechanism. thread is drawi) frolin a fee or spool, O, which 
Said protector is curved iike the needle or is mounted on a spindie in a closed heater, P, 
hook, and projects from a vibrating-plate, S, that is attached to a convenient part of the 
which is mounted oil spindle Z, so as to turn frame. Said heater is formed as shown in 
freely thereon, being vibrated from a cain, 5, Fig. 1, where one side is taken away, its bot 
on one of the catn-disks R, through the elbow. tom being open to admit the flaine of a lamp 
lever ac, which is pivoted at 6 to said cam- to act directly on a curved plate, (3, wiiich 
disk, the upper longer part of said lever a be. deflects the flame and heated air and gases, 
itag pivoted to the rear end of a connecting- and directs it toward the sides of the heater 
rod, t, whose forward end is attached to the and around the spool, at the same time pro 
to of plates. ? tecting the body of the thread from contact 

Tibe needle p is supported in its novements with the flame. The top of th3 it eater is car 
by two guides, r, (seen in Figs, i and 6,) both ried upward to the height of the thread-car 
of which guides form rigid parts of the plate tier, or nearly to that height, aid the thread 
s, and in this example the protector g is di. is thence conducted through the shank and 
rectly attached to said guides, and through axis of the thread-carrier, as seen in Fig. 1, oia 
theim to the said plates, said protector being its way to the work. The thread-carrier W is 
on the outer side of said guides, and the nee- sustained by the part X of the frame in such 
dle or Hook p consequently in going tbrough a maner that it can revolve it its supports. 
the gaides passes between the protector and its forward end, wiere the thread energes, is 
the flat surface of the plate s. Said guides bent to a right augie, so that its delivering 
serve to steady the needle as it passes into elud describes a circle arouild the hook p, when 
and out of the leather, and the lower guide the latter is ill place to receive the thread. 
serves also as a stripper to strip the leather The carriel' is revolved at the proper times in 
or welt or other work from tiue meedile when || oine directio o iliy, by means of a eam S', o? 
the atter recedes froin it. || the periphery of oue of the cam-disks, R, 
The cam-groove 5, which gives motion to which strikes successively, in its rotary travel, 

the plates aid to the protector g, is so timed one of the four car-studs, T, formed on the 
as to cause said protector to remain station- face of the wheel U, trailsnitting its notion 
ary after both the needle and the protector through bevel-gear teeth for tied of itself to a 
have gone through the hole made in the work small bevel-gear, V, a lid thelice through the 
by the awl, while the needle or hook p, the shaft of the latter to two toothed wheels, , , 
movement of which is derived from the crank the sumalier of which is formed on the inel 
it, continues to advance until its barb is un-i end of the hollow carrier, the gearg and 
covered and is brought opposite to the rota- wheels being so arranged that a complef, rev 
*ing thread-carrier. W, bereinafter described, olation of the carrier is effected during the 
which throws the thread around its barb and time that the wheel U is perioriining GI -quar 
forms a loop, which is drawn by the needle iter of a revolutioli. 



Having titas described my inveation, what 3. In combination with the device for draw. 
| claim as ievy, ag d?sjre te secare bº. Aet- || ing punt the löop or for Producing the move 
ters Paterit, is- . . . . neat of the needle away from its center of 

i. The last-holder, adjusted by the agains motion, a shield or feedile-guard operating 
and is the taalaiser substantially as herein concentrically with said needle, substantially 
sinovia a di d?scríbed... . as luerein shio Wu aut described. 

2. The ?eedleavig a govement away · AUGUSTE DESTOUY. 
from its 63ater of motion after it has been Witiesses: 
di Tayn 9?at. If the work, substantially as here- E. F. KASTERIH GRUBBER, 
in shovi ataš še forth. 3. VAN SAX 3709RI3. 


